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Abstract. Dose rate estimates for periods of 100 days and 6, 10, 25, 100 years after the shut down of the
Romanian VVR-S reactor are presented in this paper for some foreseen decommissioning activities which
include: i) cutting the water pipe in the pump room and the reactor sealing operations; ii) extracting reactor
components; and iii) handling and dismantling the internal structures taken of from the reactor. For the reactor
components extracted from the reactor, the considered calculation points were placed in the central plan of the
items, on the surface and at distances from the surface which correspond to +0.2m, +lm, +2m, +8m, and +10m.
Time dependence of the resulted dose rates are presented and discussed. Qualitative comparison with the
measured values from other VVR-S reactors is done. The obtained results assist to develop working procedures
that must be observed during the decommissioning activities.

INTRODUCTION

This work was performed in the frame of a contract with the IAEA and its purpose is to supply
information regarding the conditions of personnel operation in the main areas during
decommissioning. The information can be used to assure the safety of the staff using the ALARA
principles and to get a picture of the various decommissioning options. The dose rates arising from the
whole reactor, after water removal were calculated at the points established together with the Agency,
e.g. on the reactor axis in the center of the reactor (0., 0., 0.) cm, 50 cm over the reactor center (0., 0.,
50.) cm, at the lowest level (0.,0.,-179.) cm, 25 cm under the reactor base plan, in pump room in near
vicinity of the water pipe (0.,0.,-204.) cm and lm from the water pipe (0.,0.,-304) cm, 50 cm in air
from the iron cover compared with an aluminum cover (0.,0.,469.5) cm, and in air at lm from an
aluminum cover instead of the iron cover (O.,O.,519.5) cm. Following the proposed IAEA safe
enclosure strategy for the decommissioning of the Romanian VVR-S reactor, most of the reactor tank
will remain in place, except some internal structures, which will be removed. The dose rates in the air
arising from the internal components, which might be taken out of the reactor, were calculated. These
components may include some piping, the separator assembly, the vessel assembly and the rings of the
iron primary shielding. Obtained results represent a basic input for the dose rates required by the
engineering staff to assist in the planning activities for the decommissioning of the Romanian VYR-S
research reactor.

CALCULATION METHOD

Dose rate calculations were performed using the QUAD code. Photon spectra accumulated in the
reactor were calculated with the ANITA2000 code based on the neutron flux obtained from a two-
dimensional calculation using the DOR.T programme [1], Neutron fluxes at various locations on the
reactor, which were estimated by MCNP were used to verify the deterministic method. A very
sophisticated algorithm was created to correct photon source values in the horizontal tubes and the
thermal column zones. This programme calculates a weighted mean of photon spectra of the
cylindrical layers imposed by isoflux distribution resulted from previous neutron calculations. The
overlap of perturbation effects due to all tubes was taken into consideration [2].
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Modeling

Entire reactor configuration

To approximate as closely as possible the real reactor configuration, five models were elaborated:

1. A computational model, which includes all reactor vessels, all separator elements, and support and
iron covers, was derived for dose rate calculations arising from the reactor vessels.
Approximations were done to take into account the vessel cavity assigned to the thermal column
in the central band (-51; 51) cm, as well as for the central band (-5; 5) cm corresponding to the
penetration of the nine horizontal tubes.

2. The contribution of the vertical tubes and other removable components to the total dose rates was
assessed using a simple model in which the item was placed eccentrically against the reactor axis
in air

3. The model for the iron and concrete shielding configuration considering an internal empty reactor
zone, i.e. without vessels. This configuration includes the iron shield, the top of the iron shielding,
the iron covers and the concrete,.

4. The evaluation of the dose rates from components of the horizontal tube was performed using a
model, which identically follows the geometric description established for the neutron evaluation,
i.e. a cylinder centered on the tube axis.

5. The approximations made in the thermal column modeling are the same for radioactivity
calculations in order to preserve the information [3].

Extracted components

For the five types of vertical leading pipes (i.e. wet pipe, safety rod pipe, control rod pipe, ionization
chamber pipes), which can be extracted independently, a simple vertical cylinder centered on its axis
was used as the calculation model. The modeling of the separator assembly included its five sections,
as well as two other leading pipes welded together with the assembly. A computational model which
included all reactor vessels (central, middle and external) plus 15 vertical tubes welded with the
bottom of the vessels was used for dose rate calculations arising from the reactor vessel assembly.

Calculations

Five time periods after the shut down of the reactor (23 December 1997) were used in the calculations
to elaborate the decommissioning planning: 100 days and 6, 10, 25 and 50 years. The neutron flux and
further activity calculation modeling for the external vessel was treated separately. The calculations of
the dose rates for the iron shield considered each of the perturbed zones separately. The calculations
for each mentioned configuration were summed to determine the dose rates from the entire reactor.
For the components to be extracted from the reactor, the calculation points considered were in the
central plan of the model, on the surface of the items, and +0.2m, +lm, +2m, +8m, and +10m from the
surface.

RESULTS

For the vessel assembly and the primary iron shielding, three types of results were obtained. These
were for: i) the zone affected by the horizontal tube perturbation, ii) the zone influenced by the thermal
column, exterior to the band corresponding to the vessel hole, and iii) the lateral sides of the hole
inside the central band.

The dose rates arising from the entire reactor is presented in Figure 3. As shown in Figures 1 and 2,
the major contribution (approximate 65% from total result) is due to the vessel assemblies and all
items inside them.

The dose rates arising from the components that will be removed from the reactor are presented in
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Figures 4 to 6.

As is shown in these figures the dose rates decrease rapidly following a strong exponential shape
during the first six years (this behavior is due to 60Co). After six years the dose rates follow a single
exponential low due to the prevalent remaining radioactive isotope,Ni63.

Experimental results are not available. Although the reactor is shut down, the removal of internal
structures has not been accomplished up to now. The measured values obtained will be very useful for
adjusting the results obtained in this paper. Qualitative comparison with the measured values [4-5] of
similar WR-S reactors indicates that our results could be overestimated to one order of magnitude
(see Figure 7 and Table 1).

CONCLUSIONS

Because of the many uncertainties of the primary data and the calculation procedure, the presented
results are only approximate. The adequacy of these calculations can only be verified by actual
measurements. To assist to the decommissioning planning process, the design-engineering staff needs
a basic input of expected dose rates. For such requirements, an order of magnitude estimate of gamma
radiation fields would be appropriated [5]. The obtained results assist to the development of working
procedures that must be observed during the removal and remote handling activities. The conservative
approximations must be taken into account in order to have more precise basic input data needed to
establish the conditions of personnel operation in the working area and to assure the safety of staff
including the ALARA principles.
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